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Résumé
Le poulpe est une des plus importantes ressources marines 
au Portugal, en particulier dans la région Sud (Algarve). Les 
engins de pêche les plus utilisés sont les “alcatruz” et le 
“covo”. Le “alcatruz” est un pot-abri traditionnellement faite 
d’argile, avec une forme d’amphore, mais récemment des 
pots cylindriques en plastique ont été introduits et sont deve-
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nu plus populaire. Les “covos” sont des cages-pièges métal-
liques appâtés couverts par un filet en plastique.
Bien que très populaire parmi les pêcheurs, le “alcatruz” tra-
ditionnelle à base d’argile a été remplacée par des pots en 
plastique cylindriques avec un grand succès, en raison de sa 
résistance à frein. Dans une tentative de continuer à utiliser la 
forme traditionnelle d’amphore, un nouveau type de pot-abri 
en plastique a été construit en association avec les pêcheurs.
A fin d’étudier le comportement du poulpe commun (Octopus 
vulgaris) vers les pots traditionnels (pot amphore en argile), 
les pots plus modernes (pot cylindrique en plastique) et le 
nouveau pot (pot amphore en plastique), des expériences 
ont été réalisées dans des réservoirs contrôlés. Trois princi-
pales questions ont été tentées de répondre concernant les 
préférences des poulpes communs envers les pots: 1) Quel 
type de matériel: plastique ou argile (traditionnel); 2) Quelle 
forme: cylindrique ou amphore (traditionnel); 3) Quelle cou-
leur: blanc, noir ou rouge brique (traditionnel). Les résultats 
n’ont indiqué pas de préférence vers le matériel de l’engin de 
pêche; une forte préférence pour la forme traditionnelle d’am-
phore; et une forte préférence pour la couleur noire.
Mots Clés: Pêcherie de poulpe; pots-abris; engins de pêche 
de poulpe; comportement du poulpe.
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Abstract
The octopus is one of the most important marine resources in 
Portugal, especially in the South, the Algarve region. The fish-
ing gears mostly used are the “alcatruz” and the “covo”. The 
“alcatruz” is a shelter-pot traditionally made of clay, with an 
amphora shape, but recently plastic cylindrical pots were in-
troduced and became more popular. “Covos” are baited metal 
cage-traps covered by a plastic net. 
Although very popular among fishermen, the traditional “al-
catruz” made of clay has been replaced by cylindrical plastic 
pots with great success, due to its resistance to brake. In an 
attempt to continue using the traditional amphora-shape, a 
new type of plastic pot was built in association with fishermen. 
To study the behaviour of the common octopus (Octopus vul-
garis) towards the traditional amphora clay shelter-pot, the 
cylindrical plastic shelter-pot and the new amphora plastic 
shelter-pot, several experiments were performed in controlled 
tanks. Three main questions were attempted to answer con-
cerning the preferences of the common octopus towards the 
pots: 1) What kind of material: plastic or clay (traditional); 2) 
What shape: cylindrical or amphora (traditional); 3) What col-
our: white, black or red brick (traditional). The results showed 
no particular preference towards the material of the fishing 
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gear; a strong preference for the traditional amphora shape; 
and a strong preference for the black colour. 
Keywords: Octopus fishery; octopus shelter-pots; octopus 
fishing gear; octopus behaviour.
Introduction
In Portugal, the common octopus (Octopus vulgaris) is the most relevant cephalopod species for the fishing sector, representing in the last few years an average of 6% of 
the total catch landed and 12% in value traded, which cor-
responds to the 3rd and 2nd place in the national ranking of 
important commercial species, respectively. The Algarve re-
gion is responsible for more then 50% of the national octopus 
landings, being mostly (90%) from the artisanal fishery (Do-
capesca, 2015).
One of the most traditional southern Portuguese fishing gear 
for the common octopus (Octopus vulgaris) is a shelter-pot 
made of clay or plastic, with one opening and not baited (“al-
catruz”), hung from a line and set along the sea floor. This 
fishing method is based on the knowledge of the octopus be-
haviour, which presents cover-seeking habits and territoriality. 
As the animal prevents the entry of other individuals, a large 
number of pots must be set in order to make a commercial-
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ly viable catch. Although, traditionally these shelter-pots are 
made of clay and with an amphora shape, more recently they 
have been replaced by cylindrical shape plastic shelter-pots 
due to their resistance to brake. 
The success of a fishery depends of the fishermen knowledge 
of the natural conditions and behaviour of the species (Rath-
jen, 1991), specially the behaviour of the target species to-
wards a specific fishing gear (Watanuki & Kawamura, 1999).
Since in the commercial octopus fishery with shelter-pots, 
only the big size animals are kept to be sold (Sanchez & Obar-
ti, 1993) and all small size individuals are discarded to sea 
mostly alive (Groneveld, 2000), with less impact to benthonic 
communities (Jennings & Kaiser, 1998; Eno et al., 2001), a 
new type of plastic shelter-pot was built in association with 
fishermen, as an attempt to continue using the traditional am-
phora shape, as well as to decrease the costs since clay pots 
are more expensive than plastic pots and easily breakable. 
Therefore, a new type of pot was constructed and several 
laboratory experiments were performed to study the behav-
iour and preferences of the common octopus concerning the 
material, shape and colour of the fishing shelter-pots. 
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Material and Methods
For the experiments, two similar cylindrical tanks were ar-
ranged (the adaptation tank and the experimental tank), with 
2.5m diameter and 3.3m3 of volume, both in an open water 
system. While the adaptation tank was covered with two nets 
– one to avoid possible escapes (Boyle, 1991; Wood & Ander-
son, 2004) and the second to avoid direct sun light – the wa-
ter column of the experimental tank was decreased to avoid 
escapees. 
All specimens of common octopus (Octopus vulgaris) were 
caught by fishermen with pots and traps and transferred im-
mediately to the adaptation tank, where several PVC tubes 
were put in the tank, since the presence of shelters, good 
water quality and sufficient food allows several octopus spec-
imens cohabit in the same tank without cannibalism problems 
(Boyle, 1991). Specimens weighed between 1.2kg and 1.9kg 
and with the exception of one, all were males. 
Octopus were fed daily during daylight (8 to 10 o’clock in the 
morning) and feeding consisted of clams (Cerastoderma ed-
ule), crab (Carcinus maenas) and mussels (Mytilus sp). How-
ever, during experiments only mussels were given.
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Fishing gear characteristics
The clay pots used in this experiment are the same as nor-
mally used in the fishery – amphora shape, redbrick colour, 
33cm height, 13cm opening diameter, 9liters inside volume 
and a settling angle of 38º (Figure 1A). 
The other two types of pots used were made of plastic (vinyl 
chloride), being one of cylindrical shape, black colour, 35cm 
height, 11cm opening diameter, 7liters volume and approxi-
mately 0º settling angle (Figure 1B), and the other (the new 
type of shelter-pot) of amphora shape, 31cm height, 12cm 
opening diameter, 8.6 litres volume and 30º settling angle 
(Figure 1C). On both plastic pots cement is used to be able to 
descend in the water column.
Observation system
To be able to observe the octopus behaviour with no inter-
ference from the observer (Martin & Bateson, 1996) and in 
a continuous form (24 hours a day), an observation system 
was mounted (Figure 2), with a record camera (EV-CAM HZr) 
above and in the middle of the experimental tank, to observe 
the full size tank. This camera was connected to a TV (Sony 
Digital 8 GV-D800E PAL) installed in an observatory room, 
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Figure 1. Characteristics of octopus fishing shelter-pots studied. 
(A) Traditional (amphora shape) clay shelter-pot (adapted from 
Borges, 2000). (B) Plastic shelter-pot (cylindrical shape). (C) New 
plastic shelter-pot (amphora shape).
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through which direct observation were possible. In the ab-
sence of the observer, the camera was connected to a vid-
eo “time-lapse 168” (STV-S3000P Sony), which would record 
everything and later images were studied. This type of record 
was used specifically during night-time. Above the tank a flo-
rescent light connected to a timer was used, to pattern natural 
photoperiod. 
Figure 2. Diagram of the observation system mounted to observe and 
to record the octopus behaviour in continuous and without human 
interference. 
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Experiment design and procedure
Three experiments were conducted to test the preferences 
concerning the type of material, the shape and the colour of 
the shelter-pots. Five specimens were used in each exper-
iment, being one individual observed at each time, during 
three days and nights. Each of the experiments was already 
mounted when the specimens were put in the tank. For each 
experiment only one variable was tested.
To test the material – clay or plastic – the shelter-pots used 
were the traditional clay amphora shape pots and the new 
plastic amphora shape pots, two of each, all of redbrick col-
our. 
To test the shape preferred – cylindrical or amphora – the pots 
used were the two types of plastic pots, two of each, and both 
black. 
To test the colour – redbrick, black or white – the pots used 
were the new plastic amphora shape pots, two of each colour.
Procedure and data analyses
All behavioural experimental procedures and data analyses 
followed were according to Martin & Bateson, 1996. 
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The octopus position in relation to the shelter-pot was regis-
tered as sample points every fifteen minutes: 0 for absence 
(the octopus was not touching any shelter-pot) and 1 for pres-
ence in shelter-pot, being here differentiated the presence 
inside the shelter-pot or only touching the shelter-pot. The 
recorded position was the one observed at the beginning of 
every minute of every sample point.
The proportion of time spent by each specimen in different 
shelter-pots was calculated, being X one shelter-pot with a 
specific material, shape or colour:
Proportion of time in X = n. of presences in X / n. of points in the sample
The percentage of time spent by each specimen in each shel-
ter-pot was calculated:
% time in Xtotal = n. of presences in Xtotal / n. of points in the sample * 100
The average for each pot was also calculated, adding the per-
centages of all individuals:
Average % time in Xtotal = ∑ % time in Xtotal / n. of individuals
All calculations were made for night and daytime data sep-
arately. For each of the experiments a χ2 test was applied 
to check significant differences between the results obtained 
and the results expected (H0 – no differences exist between 
the variables tested). 
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Results
The results obtained during day and night times for the three 
experiments are summarized in Table 1 and Figure 3.
The behaviour adopted by all specimens during the three ex-
periments carried out, was similar. The specimens spent most 
of the time inside the shelter but also swimming and crawling 
across the tank, stopping in its different areas. When speci-
mens were not inside shelter-pots, they often were in contact 
with it, assuming different positions in relation to it, like above 
the pot, half in half out, sideways, etc. However, the most 
adopted position by octopus specimens for all experiments 
was inside the shelter-pots. 
Concerning the experiment on shelter-pot material, the time 
spent by octopus specimens on each material did not vary 
much, with 26-24% of time spent on clay shelter-pots and 35-
32% in plastic, day and night respectively. No significant sta-
tistical differences were found (χ² test with P > 0.05). (Table 
1; Figure 3 A)
Concerning shape experiments, significant statistical differ-
ences were found (χ² test with P < 0.05) between the times 
spent by specimens in the amphora shelter-pots (53-41%) 
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and in the cylindrical ones (30-12%), day and night respec-
tively. (Table 1; Figure 3 B).
Concerning colour of the shelter-pots, significant statistical 
differences were also found (χ² test with P < 0.05) between 
the times spent by octopus in the black colour pots (67-52%), 
in the redbrick pots (19-13%) and in white pots (0-0.002%), 
day and night respectively. (Table 1; Figure 3 C). 
Table 1. Data summary of the common octopus behaviour towards 
shelter-pots of different material, shape and colour, during day and 
night, with χ2 test results applied to each experiment. (n = 5). (NS – 
not significant; SD – significant differences).
Day Night
Exps. Shelter-pot %time χ
2 Significance Shelter-pot % time χ2 Significance
M
at
er
ia
l Clay 26
>0,05 NS
Clay 24
>0,05 NS
Plastic 35 Plastic 32
S
ha
pe Amphora 53
<0,05 SD
Amphora 41
<0,05 SD
Cylindrical 30 Cylindrical 12
C
ol
ou
r
Black 67
<0,05 SD
Black 52
<0,05 SDRedbrick 19 Redbrick 13
White 0 White 0,002
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Figure 3. Percentage of time spent by octopus specimens in shelter-
pots (A) of different material (clay versus plastic), (B) of different 
shape (amphora versus cylindrical) and (C) of different colours (black 
vs. redbrick vs. white), during day and night times. (n.c. – no choice) 
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Comparing day and night behaviour only results on the shel-
ter-pot material experiment show significant statistical differ-
ences (χ² test with P < 0.05).
Discussion
The success of a fishery depends on fishermen knowledge of 
the natural conditions and behaviour of the species (Rathjen, 
1991), specially the behaviour of the target species towards 
a specific fishing gear (Watanuki & Kawamura, 1999). The 
octopus fishing success of the shelter-pots is mainly due to 
the fact that this fishing gear catches mainly big size animals, 
while fishing nets, like trawl nets, catch specimens of all sizes, 
mainly small size animals (Sanchez & Obarti, 1993).
In all experiments, the percentage of time spent by different 
individuals inside the shelter-pots was very high, reaching al-
most 100% in some cases. Several authors reached similar 
results, e.g., Mather (1988) determined a percentage of oc-
cupancy of 89%, while Katsanevakis & Verriopoulos (2004) 
presented a value of 93%. For these authors, this shows how 
important shelters are for octopus, probably one of the most 
important factors in their distribution (Mather, 1982a; Mather, 
1982b).
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During these experiments, although the specimens spent 
most of their time inside the shelter-pots to avoid predators 
(Mather, 1982b), it was also possible to observe that common 
octopus when not inside the shelter-pots were resting on top 
or beside them but always in contact with the shelter. This fact 
was also observed by Boyle (1980) showing the importance 
of the shelters for octopus. 
In the experiment on material preferences, although showing 
a slight preference for the plastic, this difference was not sta-
tistically significant. According to Boyle (1980) and Katsane-
vakis & Verriopoulos (2004), this is probably due to the fact 
that octopus occupies and uses all type of materials and ob-
jects to shelter, from natural features on the substrate (stone 
assemblages, shells) to human waste (pieces of porcelain, 
tires, and all sort of debris). Both the clay and new designed 
plastic shelter-pots present more or less the same character-
istics in terms of size, internal volume, settling angle, aperture 
size and light entrance capacity. Therefore, and since accord-
ing to Mather (1982b) these are the main characteristics for 
choosing a shelter, no significant differences were found re-
garding the choice of material of the shelter-pots.
Concerning the preferences regarding shape (cylindrical vs. 
amphora) of the shelter-pots, octopus showed a preference 
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towards the amphora shape. This may be due to the different 
shape, internal volume and settling angle of the pots, since 
the height and aperture diameter in both models seem to be 
not sufficiently different to influence the octopus choice. The 
amphora shape provides a narrow entrance to a wider inside 
area (greater inside volume) followed by a smaller inside 
area/volume in the back within the same housing/pot, which 
in the case of the cylindrical shelter-pots doesn’t since the in-
side volume is the same all along the pot. This may determine 
the octopus choice since, according to Mather (1982b), octo-
pus prefer gastropod shells to bivalve shells, being the form 
of the first more like the shape of the new amphora shape 
shelter-pot. In some laboratory experiments, Rama-Villar et 
al. (1997) observed that octopus showed a clear preference 
for larger shelters, and Mather (1982a) also say that octopus 
are attracted by large artificial shelters. Since the new am-
phora shape shelter-pots have a volume of 8.6 litres and the 
cylindrical shape 7.0 litres, their preference agrees with the 
literature. The fact that they spend most of their time inside 
shelters (Boyle, 1980), and they even consume their prey 
within this (Mather, 1991a; Sanchez and Obarti, 1993) may 
justify the octopus preference for a bigger volume.
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In addition to size/volume, the fact that the new shelter-pots 
have a higher settling angle causes its opening to be more 
upwards, lying at a height of 12cm above the ground, provid-
ing a better ability for the octopus to observe the surroundings 
from inside the shelter, while remaining protected. According 
to Mather (1991b), this characteristic is very important for the 
octopus choice of shelters at sea. The opening of the cylin-
drical shelter-pot is 6cm from the ground, therefore, with a 
smaller settling angle, which probably reduces the octopus 
feeling of shelter, as well as the capacity of observation out-
side. In practice, the other disadvantage of a small or zero 
settling angle is that in the natural environment the probability 
of these shelter-pots to be filled with sediment are higher and 
consequently, not chosen by the octopus.
Regarding the octopus colour preferences, this was very 
clear, with the choice of black colour shelter-pots to be signif-
icant compared with the redbrick and white ones. Okamoto et 
al. (2001) also obtained the same results, stating that octopus 
prefer dark colours despite the contrast with the background. 
The percentage of occupancy of the white shelter-pots was 
almost negligible, even appearing that octopuses avoided this 
shelter-pot, which according to Bradley & Messenger (1977), 
can be explained by the fact that octopus are usually animals 
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that hide and move in the dark. Roper (1997) makes a com-
pilation of unpublished data from Voss, where it states that 
white shelter-pots do not give good catch results. According 
to Messenger (1977; 1979), it is likely that octopus cannot 
distinguish different colours but differentiates objects by way 
of contrast. However, studies by Kawamura et al. (2001) in 
Octopus aegina, demonstrates that the species has colour 
vision, whereas Octopus vulgaris did not, making choices 
based on the object tonality and preferring the darker ones. 
Most of the studies done on this subject are experiences 
of punishment–reward type, where different colours and/or 
shapes of objects are displayed to octopus to see if they learn 
to distinguish those objects and not in terms of occupancy of 
a shelter of a particular colour. Sutherland (1962) conducted 
an experiment to see if octopus discriminate shapes but also 
used different colours, being possible to observe that the larg-
est number of attacks was done to black objects. According to 
Messenger & Sanders (1972), octopus prefers black instead 
of white (in cream colour tanks). Bradley & Messenger (1977) 
state that the preference in octopus is by contrast and not by 
the colour itself. In experiments with Sepia esculenta, Wat-
anuki et al. (2000) concluded that this species does not ap-
proach traps covered with black plastic in white background 
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tanks because of the contrast and brightness caused by plas-
tic. Therefore, these authors seem to suggest the same as 
the present study, namely that octopus prefers dark colours. 
Octopus are nocturnal animals both in laboratory and in cap-
tivity (Wells et al., 1983), having different levels of activity 
during day and night, therefore, being able to have different 
choices during these two periods. However, this did not oc-
cur in our experiments, probably because according to Wells 
et al. (1983) Octopus vulgaris is no longer strictly nocturnal 
when it is fed in captivity by changing its cycle and level of ac-
tivity depending on the time it is fed. If fed in the morning (as it 
was in these experiments) their activity peaks become less in-
tense and more scattered throughout the day, increasing also 
the time they are active (Wells et al., 1983). Therefore, since 
their behaviour was fairly regular throughout the 24 hours of 
observations, there were no significant differences in the be-
haviour and choices of the shelter-pots between nocturnal 
and daytime. Another relevant factor may have been that the 
lighting system mounted did not cause a marked difference 
between the light intensity of day and night, not truly simulat-
ing the natural photoperiod, leading again individuals to divide 
their activity along the daily 24 hours and thus not to show 
behavioural differences over that period.
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Conclusions
The conclusion reached was that the common octopus 
showed a clear preference for the new amphora shape shel-
ter-pots, comparing to the cylindrical ones, and the black 
colour shelter-pots comparing to the redbrick or white. Con-
cerning the material of the different shelter-pots there was no 
significant differences between plastic and clay. Therefore, it 
seems likely that the new shelter-pot will be more efficient in 
terms of catches. 
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